Cool Claude Visor

Claude is an albino American alligator who lives at the California Academy of Sciences. As an animal with albinism, he does not produce skin pigments, which is why his skin looks white and his eyes look pink. Transform Claude’s unique appearance into a fashion statement of your own!

Materials
Claude visor printout (page 2)
Scissors
Strip of paper, about 2”wide x 8½” long
Pink or red crayon, marker, or colored pencil
Tape or glue

Directions
1. **Print** the Claude visor pattern on the second page.
2. **Cut** out the three-piece pattern and the strip of paper.
3. **Color** the eyes pink or red.
4. **Fold** along the dotted lines to form the top and bottom jaws.
5. **Overlap** the back tabs to connect the top and bottom jaws.
6. **Center** the jaws under the eyes and tape or glue them to the headband.
7. **Tape or glue** the side tabs together to close the mouth.
8. **Finish** the visor by taping or gluing the strip of paper to the ends of the headband, forming one large loop that you can place on your head. Adjust the size of the loop to fit your head.